AUTO & TRAVEL

DRIVER COMFORT
FLUIDIZED GEL CUSHION
MODEL # DC0114

WITH AIR-FLO BREATHABLE FABRIC
SKWOOSH™ patented fluidized gel provides medically proven
pressure relief in a lightweight comfort cushion. The Driver Comfort
gel cushion is designed to relieve pressure for anyone who spends
significant time in their vehicle. It helps maintain circulation, reduce
lower back discomfort and ease pressure on the Coccyx. The 1”
height does not interfere with factory designed seat ergonomics, seat
height, pedal distance or leg angle. Driver comfort is enhanced by
SKWOOSH’s “Driver’s Angle Design” built so the front of the cushion
flares out to match the natural leg position while driving. Four
independent gel packs, located under the “sitz” bones and the upper
thighs, provide pressure relief and aid circulation. The gel packs also
help position the knees just outside the hip line to facilitate leg
movement while driving. A slight forward tilt helps relieve spinal
pressure and the integrated Coccyx-Ease design helps to relieve
spinal pressure.

SKWOOSH™ is made in the USA and is guaranteed for workmanship
and performance.
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DIMENSIONS

• Weight: 13 oz.
• Open dimensions: 17“W x 14”L x 1”H
• Folded dimensions: 8½”W x 14”L x 2¼”H
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It is waterproof, washable, has Air-Flo breathable comfort top fabric,
carry-handles and folds for convenience. The unique folding design
allows the DRIVER COMFORT to fit all styles of auto and truck seats.
The non-skid bottom keeps it in place. There are no bulky covers,
heavy hard gels, pumps or inflation levels to worry about.
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AIR-FLO breathable fabric

Slight Forward Position

This fabric has a unique
three-dimensional, internal
structure that allows it to
breathe and control moisture.
It’s durable, lightweight
and washable.
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Comfort Performance Cushions
Sports / Office / Travel
SKWOOSH™ IS DIFFERENT

Patented TekPad® technology
packs giant comfort into a
convenient package

